
Chapter 1A New Open Soure 3D-printableMobile Roboti Platform for EduationJ. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, A. Prieto-Moreno, M. Abderrahim
Abstrat In this paper we present the Miniskybot, our new mobile robotaimed for eduational purposes, and the underlying philosophy. It has threenew important features: 3D-printable on low ost reprap-like mahines, fullyopen soure (inluding mehanis and eletronis), and designed exlusivelywith open soure tools. The presented roboti platform allows the studentsnot only to learn robot programming, but also to modify easily the hassisand reate new ustom parts. Being open soure the robot an be freelymodi�ed, opied, and shared aross the Internet. In addition, it is extremelyheap, being the ost almost exlusively determined by the ost of the servos,eletronis and sensors.1.1 IntrodutionMobile robotis is inreasingly entering the urriula of many tehnial stud-ies. Robotis is gaining terrain in industry and onsequently more �rms arereruiting andidates with experiene in robot programming. For this rea-son, many universities are teahing robotis in their master and degreesprogrammes[15, 13℄.A ommon approah when teahing robot programming is the use of sim-ulations, in whih the user an reate di�erent robot on�gurations with lowe�ort. These ad-ho robots an be also shared with other people, multiplyingthe number of out-of-shell platforms [3, 5℄. Furthermore, the ost is zero, youJ. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, M. AbderrahimRobotis Lab, Carlos III University of Madrid, Spain,e-mail: {jggomez,avgomez,mohamed}�ing.u3m.esA. Prieto-MorenoAutonomous University of Madrid, Spain, e-mail: aprieto�uam.es 1



2 J. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, A. Prieto-Moreno, M. Abderrahimmay have as many robots as you want, and they will never break. But thissolution has one drawbak: simulated robots are not like real robots. Thingsworking on simulation may not work the same on a real platform. In addition,students will not enjoy the same testing their ideas on a real robot than ona simulated one.

Fig. 1.1 Left: The new Miniskybot v1.0 robot. Right: The eduational skybot robotShould it not be great that robots ould be shared in the same way thatode is shared (like in simulation)? If this ould be possible researhers, pro-fessors and students ould share their open soure robots through the Inter-net, exhange ideas with other researh groups, ompare prototypes, test theiralgorithms on di�erent on�gurations, evolve proposals from others..., suhan idea is now possible and a�ordable thanks to the open soure Reprap-like3D printers[4℄.This opens a new way of teahing robotis with the following advantages:� Fast prototyping of roboti platforms.� Low ost printing of robot parts.� Easy reon�guration and adaptation of the platform (evolution).� Easy sharing of robot models among people.� Motivation for students not only to implement algorithms on an existingplatform but also to design and build new platforms.In this paper, our new 3D printable Miniskybot robot platform is presented(shown in �gure 1.1). It is fully open soure (both the mehanial and ele-tronis parts) and exlusively designed with open soure tools (Opensad,Freead and Kiad). The parts were furtherer printed in a Makerbot Cup-ake 3D printer.



1 A New Open Soure 3D-printable Mobile Roboti Platform for Eduation 31.2 Motive and Problem StatementAmong the ommerial eduational platforms we an �nd a great variety ofopportunities, starting with the well known Lego Robot, and going throughthe Meano Robot, the RoboRobot roboti kit1, or the OWI Robot ArmEdge2. These produts are quite extended in the eduational environment,they are a�ordable, and easy to use. They usually ome with assoiatedsoftware, whih allows users to interfae with the robot, having aess tosensors and atuators, program them, and so forth. These platforms havebeen present for some years now in the eduational environment. In [10℄ theauthors demonstrated the idea of a hildren's league for RoboCup, usingrobots onstruted and programmed with the LEGO MindStorms kit to playsoer. Sine then, RoboCupJunior has evolved into an international eventwhere teams of young students build robots to ompete in one of three hal-lenges: soer, resue and dane [11, 14℄. Goldmand et al.[6℄ presented aneduational robotis urriulum to enhane teahing of standard physis andmath topis to middle and early high shool students. This projet was alsoentered around the Lego MindStorm.The major disadvantage of these platforms is that they are lose. The usersan hardly adapt them to their neessities, and instead, they must adaptto them. The reon�guration of the platform may be a great advantage inorder to be able to deploy all the initiative of the researhers, professors orstudents. The Lego MindStorm inherits the "build-it-yourself" of the Legotraditional toys, but users are onstrained to use the sensors provided by themanufaturer, as well as the development software. An e�ort ould be doneto work around this limitation, but this goes beyond the original design ofthe platform. A work trying to meet the "open soure" and the "non-free"diretions is done by O'Hara et al[12℄.Ad-ho mini-robots have been built by researh groups or university spin-o�s mainly for eduational purposes. These solutions overome the limitationsof the ommerial robots, providing heaper and more adapted solutions.E�orts have been done with the intention of developing e�etive and low-ostrobots for eduation and home use, designed and built to �t the partiularrequirements of a teahing programme. Examples are those of IntelliBrain-Bot 3, Martin F. Shlogl's robots4, the TankBot5, the Trikebot [8℄ amongmany others.This had been also our way of teahing robotis during many years, withour Skybot6 platform (shown in �gure 1.1). In our ourses, the students1 http://roborobo.koreasme.om/eduational-robot-kit.html2 http://www.owirobotiarmedge.om/3 http://www.ridgesoft.om/intellibrainbot/intellibrainbot.htm4 http://www.mfs-online.at/robotis.htm5 http://profmason.om/?p=3206 http://goo.gl/MdRJs



4 J. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, A. Prieto-Moreno, M. Abderrahimbuild the Skybot from srath and then program it. Sometimes they are somotivated that they propose wonderful modi�ations to the robot design.Even though some modi�ations are known beforehand that will not workwell, we would like the student to disover it by himself. But in any ase, itis not possible to implement these modi�ations during the ourse due to thetime it takes to the manufaturer to build the parts. At the end we had tokeep the platform, or in the best ase, hange it for the next ourse with newstudents.To summarize, the lassial way of teahing robotis must fous, by ne-essity, on the programming of the roboti agent given a partiular platform.Even if only this an be quite hallenging and inspiring, with our urrentproposal of open soure printable robots, the teahing programme must notbe foused any more only on the roboti agent, but it may also inlude itsmehanial design. Beginning with a basi platform, like the Miniskybot,students an be guided through the design and programming proess. In thisway, they may disover the tight relation between hardware and software, andhow eah of them an and must, adapt to the other requirements in order toahieve a preise task. They may learn that a partiular mehanial designsuits better a preise task, test di�erent alternatives, and so forth. And some-thing that is hardly onsidered in roboti programmes, students may learnthat a hange in the mehanial design ould solve a problem better, faster,and more robustly than a software solution.1.3 On low-ost 3D PrintersBradshaw et. al [2℄ have reently made a study on low-ost 3D printing.They brie�y run through the history of 3D printing, beginning in the late1970s. These more than thirty years have driven to a�ordable 3D printersfor individuals[1℄, and allow them to print omplex engineering parts entirelyautomatially from design �les that it is straightforward to share over theInternet. While open soure software development has been studied exten-sively, relatively little is known about the viability of the same developmentmodel for a physial objet design. 3D printers are o�ering new possibilities ofsharing physial objets. As they an be de�ned using ode, researhers anshare their own parts, evolve them and "build" them straight forward using3D printers. This allows for a deentralized ommunity to independently pro-due physial parts based on digital designs that are shared via the Internet.Apart from improving the devie, dediated infrastrutures were developedby user innovators. As Bruijn shows in his master thesis [4℄, a onsiderableimprovement of hardware are proposed by people sharing parts and havingaess to 3D printers. This hardware modi�ations are relatively easy forothers to repliate. As it has been the ase with software for many years, ur-



1 A New Open Soure 3D-printable Mobile Roboti Platform for Eduation 5rently, there are also on-line repositories of parts, where people an downloadand upload their designs7.
Fig. 1.2 Pitures of some open soure 3D printers. From left to the right: RepRap Dar-win, the �rst generation (May, 2007); Reprap Mendel (Sep, 2009) the seond generation;Makerbot Cupake (April, 2009), the �rst ommerial open-soure 3D printer; MakerbotThing-o-Mati (Sep, 2010), seond versionIn �gure 1.2 four of the most important open soure 3D-printers are shown.The origin of these kind of printers was the reprap projet8 [9℄ started byAdrian Bowyer in 2004. The aim of this projet was to develop an open-soureself-repliating mahine. In May 2007 the �rst prototype, alled Darwin was�nished and some days later, in May 29th the �rst repliation was ahieved.Sine then, the reprap ommunity (original reprap mahines and deriveddesigns) has been growing exponentially[4℄. The urrent estimated populationis around 4500 mahines. The seond reprap generation, alled Mendel, was�nished in September 2009. Some of the main advantages of the Mendelprinters over Darwin are bigger print area, better axis e�ieny, simplerassembly, heaper, lighter and more portable.Initially, both Darwin and Mendel were not designed for the general publibut for people with some tehnial bakground. As the reprap projet wasopen-soure, small ompanies were reated to start shelling these 3D printers,as well as derived designs. The �rst ompany was Makerbot Industries9, whoshipped a �rst bath of their Cupake CNC in April 2009. By the end of2009 they had shipped nearly 500 omplete kits. After operating for a yearthey had sold about 1000 kits in April 2010. Their latest design is the thing-o-mati printer, announed in September 2010. It is really easy to build anduse, and their ost is around 950¿.Currently, at the System Engineering and Automati Department of Car-los III University of Madrid we have one thing-o-mati available for the stu-dents, shown in �gure 1.3. It was fully assembled by the students. Anyonehas free aess to it so that they an print whatever designs they want. Ourmain goal is to stimulate their imagination and enhane their reativity.7 http://www.thingiverse.om8 http://reprap.org/wiki/Main_Page9 http://www.makerbot.om/
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Fig. 1.3 Our open soure 3D printers at Carlos III University of Madrid. On the left: theMakerbot Thing-o-mati, alled MADRE. On the right: a Prusa Mendel prototype, beingbuilt by the studentsIn addition we have started a projet, alled �Clone wars�10, in whih agroup of students are building their own reprap printers from the srath.All the parts are being printed in our thing-o-mati, whih has been namedMADRE (that means mother in spanish). We have hosen the Prusa Mendelmodel as the design to build, beause it is very well doumented and it israther easy to assemble. In �gure 1.3(on the right) the �rst prototype isshown. In total the students are building 20 of them.1.4 The Miniskybot mobile robot platform1.4.1 IntrodutionThe new Miniskybot roboti platform11 is open soure: all the mehanial andeletroni design has been released with a opy-left liense. Furthermore, onlyopen soure software tools have been employed. This is important beausein doing so it is guaranteed that anyone will be able to read, understandand modify the design �les without liense issues and using their preferredomputer platform (Linux, Ma, BSD, Windows...).The Miniskybot is a di�erential drive robot omposed of printable partsand two modi�ed (haked) hobby servos. It has been designed so that it anbe printed on open soure reprap-like 3D-printer. Two mehanial designshave been developed: the minimal version and the 1.0.10 http://asrob.u3m.es/index.php/Proyeto:_Clone_wars11 http://www.thingiverse.om/thing:7989



1 A New Open Soure 3D-printable Mobile Roboti Platform for Eduation 71.4.2 Minimal version

Fig. 1.4 Miniskybot. Minimal versionThe �rst prototype developed was a minimal robot hassis. The idea wasto design a printable robot with the minimal parts, a kind of �hello world�robot. It is shown in �gure 1.4. It onsist of only four printable parts: thefront, the rear and two wheels. They are all attahed to the servos by meansof M3 bolts and nuts. Standard O-rings are used as wheel tires. For makingthe robot stable, the rear part has two support legs that slide aross the �oor.Therefore this prototype is only valid for moving on smooth �at surfaes. Thegoal of this �rst design was to show the students a minimal fully workingmobile robot for stimulating their minds. They were enouraged to improvethis initial design.1.4.3 Miniskybot 1.0The version 1.0 hassis is an evolution of the previous design (�gure 1.5). Itonsist of nine printable parts: the front, the rear, two wheels, the batteryompartment, the battery holder and the astor wheel. An important featureis that the parts have been parameterized, just hanging some parametersnew parts are obtained. For example the battery ompartment is automati-ally hanged if the parameter battery type is set from AAA to AA. In thisase a new ompartment apable of holding AA batteries (instead AAA) isgenerated.The parametri feature is possible thanks to the open soure Opensad12software used for designing the piees. The parts themselves are not graphial12 http://opensad.org
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Fig. 1.5 Miniskybot Robot. Version 1.0meshes but sripts that determine how they are built by primitive geometriforms. When these sripts are �ompiled� the graphial part is generated andrendered on the sreen, and later exported as an STL �le for 3D printing.This approah is very �exible beause the parts are ASCII sripts thatan be easily shared through Internet, stored in repositories and so forth.Therefore the mehanial designs an be modi�ed, used, and printed easilyby di�erent people around the world.1.4.4 Eletronis and sensors

Fig. 1.6 Eletronis. Skyube board
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Fig. 1.7 Eletroni diagramThe Miniskybot's eletronis is the Skyube board13. It was previouslydesigned for �tting into the Y1 modules for ontrolling the modular robotsused for researh purposes[7℄. It is a minimal design with only the neessaryomponents for ontrolling the robot. It inludes an 8-bit pi16f876a miro-ontroller, headers for onneting the servos, an I2C bus for the sensors, serialonnetion to the PC, a test led and a swith for powering the iruit (�gure1.6).An eletri onnetion diagram is shown in �gure 1.7, where the servosare onneted diretly to the board. The speed is set by means of two PWMsignals. The two ultrasound sensors in the robot's front are onneted thoughtthe I2C bus. Robot version 1.0 have two ultrasound sensors, but as theyare onneted to the I2C bus, more sensors an be easily added. For thepower supply four AAA type standard batteries are used. The board anbe onneted to the PC by a serial RS232 onnetion for downloading the�rmware. The PCB has been designed with the open soure Kiad toolThe robot is programed in C language using the open soure SDCC rossompiler and the binary �les are downloaded into the board by means of aserial able. Previously a bootloader �rmware needs to be burned in the �ashmemory by means of the ICSP onnetor. Loading the �rmware this way thestudents do not need to use any programming hardware but just a simpleable. Also, the download is done very fast, where it takes only a few seondsto omplete the whole proess.13 http://www.iearobotis.om/wiki/index.php?title=Skyube



10 J. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, A. Prieto-Moreno, M. Abderrahim1.5 Derived designs from MiniskybotIn ontrast to our previous Skybot robot whih remained unmodi�ed formany years, the MiniSkybot has inspired the imagination of the studentswhih have developed new designs in reord time. There were two main reasonfor this motivation, aording to the students: 1) Full aess to the Miniskybot�soure ode�, 2) Being able to turn their thoughts on real physial objetsvery fast, thanks to the 3D printer. The former let the students to fullyunderstand a real robot and realize that it is not so di�ult to design themehanial parts. Instead of starting from the srath, they just simply startmodifying the Miniskybot parts. The latter is related to the strong feelingof happiness and power that the students have when they see their designsbeome a reality.In the following setions two new derived design are presented, fully reatedby seond year undergraduate engineering students with no speial knowledgeon mehanis.1.5.1 Caterpillator
Fig. 1.8 The aterpillator robotThe Miniskybot robot uses two drive wheels for moving. Two studentswonder if it was possible to design a robot with traks instead of wheels.Inspired by this hain an pinions design in thingiverse14, Olalla Bravo andDaniel Gomez deided to reate the �rst printable trak for mobile robots.After some initial failed tries, they sueed in building a parametri trak15.The beauty of this design was not only its funtionality but its property ofbeing parametri. Just hanging some parameters, di�erent traks an beobtained, as well as the neessary pinions. In addition, 3mm plasti spool14 http://www.thingiverse.om/thing:565615 http://www.thingiverse.om/thing:7209



1 A New Open Soure 3D-printable Mobile Roboti Platform for Eduation 11was used as pins for the links. Therefore no speial srews and nuts wereneessary.The latest version is shown in �gure 1.8. It is also available in thingiverse16,along with some videos showing how it moves.1.5.2 UniTrak and F-Trak
Fig. 1.9 Unitrak (left) and F-trak (right) robotsA di�erent approah was taken by Jon Goitia. He foused on designingrobots with artiulated traks. The �rst design was Unitrak17, shown in�gure 1.9 (on the left and in the middle). It is an autonomous trak drivenby a haked Futaba 3003 servo (the same servo used for the Miniskybot). Itonsist of two wheels attahed to the servo and �ve standard o-rings used astraks. Another o-ring is used as the transmission system between the servoand one wheel. Unitrak is also parametri, therefore the wheel's diameterand number of o-rings an be easily hanged. This innovative design was forone month the �rst most popular thing on thingiverse, whih is not easy toahieve (urrently there are more than ten thousand things!).One Unitrak was fully funtional, the F-trak robot was reated, shownin �gure 1.9 (on the right). It onsist of four artiulated independent Uni-traks joined to a body. This design is an example on how the reativityemerges from some students when they are stimulated.1.6 A new design paradigm: evolutionary robotsOur new roboti platform ombines two important features. On one hand itis open hardware, so that anyone an study, modify and distribute the robot.16 http://www.thingiverse.om/thing:855917 http://www.thingiverse.om/thing:7640



12 J. Gonzalez-Gomez, A. Valero-Gomez, A. Prieto-Moreno, M. AbderrahimOn the other hand the robot is printable making it very easy for the peopleto materialize it. The result is that anyone in the wold with aess to Internetand to an open-soure 3D printer an opy the robot, improve it or reatederived design.These features allow the emergene of a new design paradigm in robotis:Evolutionary robots. The robots an now be evolved by the ommunity in thesame way the open soure movement reates and maintain in a distributedway new software appliations, suh as the Linux kernel, gnu tools, wikipedia,�refox and so forth. Now it is possible to bring these ideas into the robotisworld.In the previous setion we have shown the derived robots reated by agroup of loal students from the Miniskybot robot. It is di�ult to imagineand foreseeing the wonderful robots that an be developed by thousand ofpeople around the world ollaborating together.With the Miniskybot robot we have planted the seed. We have alreadygotten some indiations of the potential of this idea: some weeks after theMiniskybot were published on thingiverse, at least three derived design werebuilt. The �rst was printed by people from Makerbot at the RoboFest 2011in Baltimore, the seond at the FUBAR haklab spae in New Jersey. Theyare using Roboduino as eletronis. The third one was built by CW kreimer18for teahing robotis at the Pittsburgh boy sout high teh amp.1.7 Results

Fig. 1.10 The MiniSkybot robot printed in red ABSThe Miniskybot robot has been suessfully printed on a Makerbot Cup-ake 3D printer in ABS plasti (Arylonitrile Butadiene Styrene). The ma-18 http://www.youtube.om/wath?v=2EqvuPXYKf0



1 A New Open Soure 3D-printable Mobile Roboti Platform for Eduation 13hine is equipped with the MK5 extruder and a heated build platform. It isvery a�ordable with a total ost of 680¿.All the parts have been printed without raft. The software used wasRepliator-G 0023 with Skeinforge 35. In �gure 1.10 a red prototype is shown,along with all the parts needed for assembling the robot.The total printing time is 2 hours and 50 minutes and the total robot ostis around 57¿, as shown in table 1.1. It an be seen that the ost of thehassis (the printable parts) is marginal: less than 1¿. Therefore, the robotost is only determined by the ost of the eletronis, motors and sensors.Parts Printable Printing time (min) Cost (¿)Wheels yes 2x24 2x0.05Battery ompartment yes 30 0.07Front yes 30 0.07Rear yes 16 0.04Battery holder yes 14 0.03Castor wheel part 3 yes 12 0.03Castor wheel part 2 yes 6 0.01Castor wheel part 1 yes 4 0.01Wheel O-rings no ��� 2x0.5Castor Wheel O-ring no ��- 0.4SRF02 ultrasound sensor no �� 11.8Skyube board no �� 20Servo Futaba 3003 no �� 2x94 AAA batteries no �� 2.5Nuts and bolts no �- 2.5Total: 170 min (2h, 50min) 56.6¿Table 1.1 Printing time and ost of the MiniSkybot v1.0 robotAlthough this kind of 3D printers are not meant for prodution but forprototyping, they an be used for building small series of robots for givingourses on robotis to small groups. Given that every 3h the parts for a newrobot are built and if the mahine is working without interruption, 8 robothassis per day an be printed. In �gure 1.11 a group of six Miniskybots isshown, printed in di�erent olors.1.8 Conlusion and future workUsing the latest open soure 3D-printers a new printable roboti platform hasbeen designed, built and tested. Our results on�rm the viability of these newprintable robots. They o�er new important features for eduational purposes.First, they are very �exible where the students an design new ustom pieeseasily whih are printed and tested very fast. Therefore the robot an bemehanially evolved during the ourses. Seond, the robot an be thoroughly
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Fig. 1.11 A group of six MiniSkybot robots (v1.0) in di�erent olorsstudied, modi�ed, opied and distributed by anyone. This way the robot anevolute not only in our university but also around the world. This feature isenhaned by the fat that the mehanial parts are Opensad ASCII sripts,like any other software. Consequently, they behave like open soure softwareand an be distributed and shared in a similar way. Finally, the total ost isvery low, depending almost exlusively on the servos, eletronis and sensors.The Miniskybot v1.0 osts 57¿ and the printing time is around 3h, whihmeans that eight robot hassis an be printed per day.As a future work we are planning to ontinue evolving the robot in ol-laboration with our students, designing new parts for adding more sensorsas well as reating new derived robots. Currently we are working on a neweletroni board, with the same size than the Skyube but ompatible withthe Arduino software that is beoming more and more popular. In addition,we are developing a new idea on how to design mehanial parts using objetoriented programing. We have alled it as objet oriented mehanis language(OOML).AknowledgementsWe would like to thank Prof. Luis Moreno, head of the department, for sup-porting this eduational initiative. Also we would like to thank all the stu-dents who have been involved in building our 3D printer MADRE. Speialthanks to: Olalla Bravo, Jon Goitia and Daniel Gomez for their great ontri-butions to the Miniskybot Robot.
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